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Dates to remember

• Assignment 1: Due 13 April 2018 (5%)

• Assignment 2: Due 13 April 2018 (15%)

• Remember the submission of either 

assignment allows you entry into the exam 

and will be used in calculating your year mark



Learning outcomes

• Identify the different business cycles

• Relate transactions and balances in the 

statement of financial position and statement 

of comprehensive income to the various 

business cycle
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Financial Statements

• Business cycle activities result in financial records

• Financial records are summarized in a company’s 

financial statements

• Here is an extract from the annual financial 

statements of Pioneer Foods for the year ended 30 

September 2017, for example:
(source: http://www.pioneerfoods.co.za//content/uploads/Annual-Financial-Statement-2017.pdf )

http://www.pioneerfoods.co.za/content/uploads/Annual-Financial-Statement-2017.pdf






Business cycles

• For each cycle, explain and apply

– The actions in the cycle;

– The functions in the cycle; and 

– The documents in the cycle.

• Understand the risks in each cycle;

• Understand the mitigating internal controls for the 

transactions in the cycle; and

• Understand the internal controls for the cycle in a 

computerised environment.



Example: Revenue and Receipts Cycle
Jackson & Stent 2016: 10/10

RECEIVING CUSTOMER ORDERS (ORDER DEPARTMENT)

FUNCTION DOCUMENTS / RECORDS RISKS

To record orders from
customers and initiate
action to fill them.

Customer order

Internal sales order (ISO)

Price lists

Orders may be accepted from 
a non- account holder 

CONTROL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING BRIEF EXPLANATORY COMMENTS

• No orders to be accepted, if customer is not an approved customer – inspect approved
customer list.

• Order clerk to request customer’s account number
• Order clerk to sign all ISOs to indicate performance of control activities

The table above is incomplete and is just an illustration as to how you should study each 
function within a cycle, you will find the complete table in your textbook!



Weakness vs. Risk vs. Internal Control

• What is a weakness?

• What internal controls are absent? What is the company 

currently doing wrong?

• What is a risk?

• What is the consequence of the weakness? What can go 

wrong? What are the possible financial implications?

• What is an internal control?

• What should be implemented to mitigate these risks?



Weakness vs. Risk vs. Internal Control

The following is a brief description of a function in an everyday credit sales 

transaction of Big Clean:

Once an order from an existing client is received, it is immediately recorded 

on an internal sales order (ISO) by the order clerk and sent to the warehouse 

for picking and despatch by the warehouse clerk. 

Weakness: The order is not checked against the approved customer list by 

the order clerk before accepting the order.

Risk: Sales might be made to an unapproved customer and may result in the 

customer not paying his account.

Internal control: The order clerk should confirm the customer is approved by 

checking if the customer is on the approved customer list.



QUESTIONS?


